Liver metastases: comparison of current MR techniques and spiral CT during arterial portography for detection in 20 surgically staged cases.
To compare spiral computed tomography during arterial portography (CTAP) with current magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, including hepatic arterial-dominant phase, gadolinium-enhanced, spoiled gradient-echo imaging, for the prospective detection of liver metastases in 20 patients who subsequently underwent surgery to confirm findings. Twenty patients underwent spiral CTAP and MR imaging within 1 week. Spiral CTAP and MR images were interpreted separately in blinded fashion. All patients subsequently had intraoperative confirmation. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values were determined for lesion detection and segmental distribution. CTAP and MR images demonstrated, respectively, 54 and 60 true-positive lesions, six and one false-positive lesions, 15 and 22 true-negative (i.e., benign) lesions, and eight and two false-negative lesions. CTAP and MR images demonstrated, respectively, 57 and 62 true-positive segmental involvements, six and one false-positive segmental involvements, 89 and 95 true-negative segmental involvements, and eight and two false-negative segmental involvements. No significant difference in lesion detection was observed. Spiral CTAP and MR imaging were approximately equivalent for lesion detection in patients who were evaluated preoperatively for resection of liver metastases. The lower cost and fewer problems with artifacts may suggest that MR imaging is the preferred modality for preoperative assessment of patients for surgical treatment of liver metastases.